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'This haunting story, penned by a master wordsmith, is a reminder to savor every loved one and
every day.' BooklistIndie Next Pick "For Reading Groups"From New York Times bestselling
author Joyce Maynard, a memoir about discovering strength in the midst of great loss--"heart
wrenching, inspiring, full of joy and tears and life." (Anne Lamott)In 2011, when she was in her
late fifties, beloved author and journalist Joyce Maynard met the first true partner she had ever
known. Jim wore a rakish hat over a good head of hair; he asked real questions and gave real
answers; he loved to see Joyce shine, both in and out of the spotlight; and he didn't mind the
mess she made in the kitchen. He was not the husband Joyce imagined, but he quickly became
the partner she had always dreamed of.Before they met, both had believed they were done with
marriage, and even after they married, Joyce resolved that no one could alter her course of
determined independence. Then, just after their one-year wedding anniversary, her new
husband was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. During the nineteen months that followed, as
they battled his illness together, she discovered for the first time what it really meant to be a
couple--to be a true partner and to have one.Thisis their story. Charting the course through their
whirlwind romance, a marriage cut short by tragedy, and Joyce's return to singleness on new
terms, The Best of Us is a heart-wrenching, ultimately life-affirming reflection on coming to
understand true love through the experience of great loss.

About the AuthorJoyce Maynard is the author of several books including the novels To Die For
and Labor Day (both adapted for film) and the bestselling memoir At Home in the World. Her
essays and columns have appeared in dozens of publications and numerous collections. She is
a frequent performer with The Moth, a fellow of the MacDowell Colony and Yaddo, and founder
of the Lake Atitlan Writers' Workshop. She is the mother of three grown children, and makes her
home in Lafayette, California. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.Review"This haunting
story, penned by a master wordsmith, is a reminder to savor every loved one and every day."--
"Booklist (starred review)" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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More Praise for The Best of Us“A meditation on the power of partnership to transform and
sustain us. Like the marriage in its pages, it is romantic, brave, tender, and searingly honest—a
book about loving, losing, being alive.”—Dr. Lucy Kalanithi“There isn’t a happy ending, but their
journey is a beautiful one nonetheless.”—Bustle“Brutally honest and deeply loving.”—Woman’s
Day“Maynard as caretaker is a revelation, both beautiful and heart-wrenching—a role she
undertakes (as everything grows harder) with grit, grace and growth.”—The Buffalo News“Even
at its darkest, [The Best of Us] strives to find meaning in calamity, heartbreak, and loss. A
moving tribute to the evergreen lessons of the heart.”—Kirkus Reviews“Maynard’s heartfelt story
will resonate with those who have lost loved ones.”—Publishers Weekly“This haunting story,
penned by a master wordsmith, is a reminder to savor every loved one and every day.”—Booklist
(starred review)“A love letter to a love story.”—Library Journal“Maynard shows us her flaws, her
exuberance, her willingness to take risks, to fall in love, and happily, finally, to discover what a
mature marriage and loving relationship look like—flaws, cancer and all. Her readers will do
more than connect; they will laugh, cry and rekindle hope that the best of us just might be
possible.”—The Charleston Post and Courier“Joyce Maynard has been through so many ups
and downs in her life and she communicates her love, pain and everything in between through
her life affirming experiences, written with great emotion and clarity in this beautiful memoir. I
highly recommend it.”—BookTrib“The Best of Us is both heartbreaking and uplifting, a chronicle
of unlikely, unexpected romance and personal tragedy, as well as a meditation on the nature of
love.”—Omnivoracious“The Best of Us feels like a life come full circle, addressing a much more
adult kind of love.”—Signature“[Maynard’s] is a story of genuine heartbreak and loss,
paradoxically made bearable by the great love that made the loss so immense.”—The
Hippo“Maynard’s fiction fans will be especially moved by their story, which, despite the sad
ending, shows the promise of late-life love affairs. He, a lawyer, is the ‘catastrophiser’; she the
‘voice of wild optimism.’ He made her a kinder, better version of herself. This memoir remembers
how.”—Post Magazine“[Maynard] brings to readers the beautiful but equally heartbreaking story
of her second marriage to a wonderful man who she lost to an aggressive form of cancer after
only three years of being together … The Best of Us could have been solely a testimony of hurt
and despair, but Maynard injects her unique humor into it with a combination of Match.com
disaster stories … to the joy of finding love with her second husband Jim at the age of fifty-
nine.”—Seattle Post-Intelligencer“Filled with passion and humor and beauty and aching
sadness, The Best of Us gets at the heart of what love is: a willingness to open your heart
completely to another person despite the risk of heartbreak.”—Christina Baker Kline“Joyce has
captured her all-too-brief time with Jim in The Best of Us with her characteristic honesty and with
so much love that my heart broke and soared on every page. Everyone needs to read this
book.”—Ann Hood“Maynard’s lyrical, moving, break-your-heart memoir will make you love a little
harder, appreciate each second a little more, and shake your world in the best of ways.”—
Caroline Leavitt“This fiercely honest book is as much about life as it is about death. We
understand the magnitude of Maynard’s loss because she has shown us the magnitude of her



gain: the transformative joy of finding love in her late fifties. I could not stop turning the pages.”—
Anne Fadiman“Joyce Maynard’s memoir of life, death, and love is written with honesty, intimacy,
and a generosity of spirit that left me weeping, and in awe. I loved it.”—Abigail Thomas“The Best
of Us is shattering in the best possible sense. With exquisite honesty, bravery, and large-
heartedness, Joyce Maynard gives us a love story that we read breathlessly, even though we
know how it will end. This is a beautiful story about the complexity of ever daring to adore
another human being. I was moved and transfixed.”—Dani Shapiro“Oh! This book! Tender,
insightful, ruminative, soaring. To find such love and then to lose it, and to capture so much of its
beauty on the meager page—Joyce Maynard alchemizes life-numbing pain into dazzling
prose.”—Hope EdelmanFor JimBY THE SAME AUTHORFICTIONBaby LoveTo Die ForWhere
Love GoesThe Usual RulesThe Cloud ChamberLabor DayAfter HerThe Good DaughtersUnder
the InfluenceNONFICTIONLooking BackDomestic AffairsAt Home in the WorldInternal
CombustionContentsProloguePart One: BeforeChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter
FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter
ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter
SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-
OneChapter Twenty-TwoChapter Twenty-ThreeChapter Twenty-FourChapter Twenty-
FiveChapter Twenty-SixChapter Twenty-SevenChapter Twenty-EightChapter Twenty-
NineChapter ThirtyChapter Thirty-OneChapter Thirty-TwoChapter Thirty-ThreePart Two:
AfterChapter Thirty-FourChapter Thirty-FiveChapter Thirty-SixChapter Thirty-SevenChapter
Thirty-EightChapter Thirty-NineChapter FortyChapter Forty-OneChapter Forty-TwoChapter
Forty-ThreeChapter Forty-FourChapter Forty-FiveChapter Forty-SixChapter Forty-
SevenChapter Forty-EightChapter Forty-NineChapter FiftyChapter Fifty-OneChapter Fifty-
TwoChapter Fifty-ThreeChapter Fifty-FourChapter Fifty-FiveChapter Fifty-SixChapter Fifty-
SevenChapter Fifty-EightChapter Fifty-NineChapter SixtyChapter Sixty-OneChapter Sixty-
TwoChapter Sixty-ThreeChapter Sixty-FourChapter Sixty-FiveChapter Sixty-SixChapter Sixty-
SevenChapter Sixty-EightChapter Sixty-NineChapter SeventyChapter Seventy-OneChapter
Seventy-TwoChapter Seventy-ThreeChapter Seventy-FourChapter Seventy-FiveChapter
Seventy-SixChapter Seventy-SevenChapter Seventy-EightChapter Seventy-NineChapter
EightyChapter Eighty-OneChapter Eighty-TwoChapter Eighty-ThreeChapter Eighty-
FourChapter Eighty-FiveChapter Eighty-SixChapter Eighty-SevenChapter Eighty-EightChapter
Eighty-NineChapter NinetyChapter Ninety-OneChapter Ninety-TwoChapter Ninety-
ThreeChapter Ninety-FourChapter Ninety-FiveChapter Ninety-SixChapter Ninety-SevenChapter
Ninety-EightChapter Ninety-NineChapter One HundredChapter One Hundred and OneChapter
One Hundred and TwoChapter One Hundred and ThreeChapter One Hundred and FourChapter
One Hundred and FiveChapter One Hundred and SixChapter One Hundred and SevenChapter
One Hundred and EightChapter One Hundred and NineChapter One Hundred and TenChapter
One Hundred and ElevenChapter One Hundred and TwelveChapter One Hundred and
ThirteenChapter One Hundred and FourteenChapter One Hundred and FifteenChapter One



Hundred and SixteenChapter One Hundred and SeventeenChapter One Hundred and
EighteenChapter One Hundred and NineteenChapter One Hundred and TwentyChapter One
Hundred and Twenty-OneChapter One Hundred and Twenty-TwoChapter One Hundred and
Twenty-ThreeChapter One Hundred and Twenty-FourChapter One Hundred and Twenty-
FiveChapter One Hundred and Twenty-SixChapter One Hundred and Twenty-SevenChapter
One Hundred and Twenty-EightAfterwordAcknowledgmentsReading Group GuideA Note on the
AuthorWhat I am learning to give you is my deathto set you free of me, and me from myselfinto
the dark and the new light. Like the waterof a deep stream, love is always too much. Wedid not
make it. Though we drink till we burstwe cannot have it all, or want it all.In its abundance it
survives our thirst.—Wendell Berry, “The Country of Marriage”And did you get whatyou wanted
from this life, even so?I did.And what did you want?To call myself beloved, to feel myselfbeloved
on the earth.—Raymond Carver, “Late Fragment,” his last poemPrologueOn the Fourth of July
weekend three years ago, at the age of fifty-nine, I married the first true partner I had ever
known.We spoke our vows on a New Hampshire hillside with friends and children gathered, as
fireworks exploded over us and a band backed us up for a duet on a John Prine song. That night
we talked about the trips we’d take, the olive trees we would plant, the grandchildren we might
share. We would know, in our sixties, the love we had yearned for in our youth. Each of us had
been divorced almost twenty-five years. How lucky, everyone said, that we had found each other
when we did.Not long after our one-year anniversary, my husband was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer. Nineteen months later, having shared a struggle that consumed both our
lives in equal though different measure, I lay beside him in our bed when he took his last breath.I
had once supposed I was done with marriage. A few decades of disappointments and failures
had left me reluctant to try again. Then I got married that second time—to Jim—but with the
belief still that nothing, and no man—not even one I dearly loved—could alter my course of
fierce and resolute independence. I came and went, always happy to see him when he picked
me up off a plane, but happy to hop on the next one that would take me away again. I had my life,
he had his. Sometimes we’d share them. That was my idea, though never my husband’s.Not until
we learned of his illness, and we walked the path of that terrible struggle together, did I
understand what it meant to be a couple—to be a true partner and to have one. I learned the full
meaning of marriage only as mine was drawing to a close. I discovered what love was as mine
departed the world.This is our story.PART ONEBefore1.Ever since the end of my marriage to my
children’s father I had wanted to fall in love. But if you had asked me—or if I ever asked myself—
what it meant to fall in love, I doubt I could have told you. “Falling in love” was an idea I had
picked up from a lot of rock-and-roll songs and movies and the fairy tales that came before
them.My own experience of love had not contained the happy ending, though passion was part
of it, as was romance, and certainly drama. (Drama: an addiction of mine, maybe. To look at my
history, at least, you would have had to consider that possibility.)Age had changed me in many
ways, but not in this one. Into my fifties, and closing in on the next decade—my children grown
and gone, along with so much else I had held on to once and now let go—I still looked for that



feeling of my pulse quickening, of holding my breath when a person walked in the door—my
person. But when I tried to imagine what this falling-in-love thing would look like with the
passage of time, my imagination—though it seldom failed me—provided no picture. Mostly what
I had known of falling in love was that heartbreak followed soon after.I had been, at the point our
story began, a writer of fiction, and in the writing of fiction, it is well understood that for a story to
hold the reader’s interest, conflict must exist. I might have told myself otherwise, but for years I
think I carried that belief into my life off the page. Where was the drama in happiness? If there
was no trouble present, what kept the story alive?What did I know of love? What had I
witnessed? My parents had started out with a big love affair, filled with extravagant emotion and
conflict. The fact that when my mother met him, my father had been twenty years older than she
was—and divorced—had not even been their biggest obstacle. He just wasn’t Jewish.He had
courted her for ten years—writing her poems, sending her drawings, swearing his devotion,
taking a job under a made-up name as a radio host on the prairies of Canada so he could recite
romantic poetry to her over the airwaves without her parents knowing it. He was handsome and
funny, brilliant and difficult. But romantic—and in the end, irresistible.Within days of the wedding,
our mother told my sister and me later, their love affair was finished, though my parents
remained together for twenty-five years—slinging barbs at each other across the dinner table
and sleeping in separate bedrooms. This was what I saw of marriage, growing up, balanced only
by a decade of situation comedies on television, in which romance between the parents never
went beyond that moment when Donna Reed’s husband comes back after heading out the door
to work, to plant a kiss on her cheek.At twenty-three I married a man who was as unwise a
match for me as I was for him. But he was handsome and talented and interesting, and his
silences seemed to suggest mysteries I was ready to spend my life exploring. When I’d tell him a
story from my day, he would say, “Cut to the chase.”I was thirty-five when we divorced, and
single for the two decades that followed. The phrase I employed to describe myself: “a solo
operator.” There had been a time when what I wanted most in life was to make a home with a
partner and to raise our children together there, but after losing the home of my marriage, and
the dream of what is referred to as “an intact family,” I had made good homes on my own, and
watched my children move back and forth—brown paper bags in hand, containing their
possessions—between the worlds of two parents deeply at odds with each other. I grew
accustomed to doing things alone and doing them my way, and I discovered, as I did this, the
pleasure of my autonomy.As the years passed, less and less did the idea of marriage play a role
in my picture of my future. Divorce, and all the sorrow surrounding it, had left me reluctant to go
down that particular road again, and anyway, what I yearned for—big love, big romance—
seemed to contradict what I’d known of marriage.By the time I reached my fifties, I had lived
alone—or alone with my children—for longer than I’d lived with a man. It was living with someone
that got me into trouble, so why try that again?Still I kept searching, without knowing what I was
looking for. No surprise I did not find it. And then—though it took a while to recognize this—I
did.2.I met Jim on Match.com. I liked his photograph—a rakish hat over a head of good hair, a



smile that seemed to contain genuine delight in whatever it was that had been going on as the
camera captured the moment. I liked the things he said about himself in that short profile, but I
had learned long before that how a person described himself in a dating profile often bore little
resemblance to the real person who had posted it.I had studied Jim’s profile only briefly,
anticipating (after years of this stuff) the inevitable red flag. I closed my laptop.But the man in the
photograph had taken note of the fact that I’d looked at his profile, and looked up mine. He wrote
to me. “Maybe another time,” I wrote back. I looked at his photograph again, and the others he’d
posted—one in which he was wearing a tuxedo.“Probably a Republican,” I concluded.There was
another reason why I had been reluctant to find out more about the man whose online moniker
(this alone would later indicate how little relationship exists between the man and his profile) was
“Jimbunctious.” At the time he sent me that first message (sent to me at “Likesred shoes”)
expressing an interest in meeting me, I had recently started spending time with a different man
I’d met online just a few weeks before. And I was having a good time with him.Jim wrote to me
again, suggesting a conversation by phone. Without particular expectation or enthusiasm, I sent
him my number. In the twenty-five years since the end of my marriage to my children’s father,
though no shortage of men entered and left my life, I had never engaged in the practice of
exploring a relationship with more than one man at a time. But a special circumstance existed
here. Martin, the man I had been spending time with—spending the night with, on occasion—
was both a very good man and also a man with whom I knew I had no extended future.Only
recently separated from his one and only wife of twenty-six years, Martin had been called to the
Bay Area in his career as a structural engineer to oversee crucial aspects involved in the
rebuilding of the San Francisco Bay Bridge following its collapse in the Loma Prieta earthquake.
This would be the earthquake of 1989: an event whose date contained an odd significance for
me, though I had been living in my home state of New Hampshire, not in San Francisco, when it
occurred. The Loma Prieta earthquake took place eleven days after the death of my mother, at
age sixty-seven, to a brain tumor, and exactly one week after I had moved out of the home I’d
shared for twelve years with my husband Steve, after he’d told me he’d fallen in love with
someone else. Two not wholly unrelated events, as it turned out, that served to create the effect
of an earthquake within my life as well.Though he had been put in charge of one of the key
aspects of the bridge project, Martin was a modest man, and one who lived pretty simply. He
made his home on a sailboat he’d bought after his marriage ended, that he kept docked in Point
Richmond. That’s where I was spending two or three nights a week. Sometimes, too, Martin and
I would go out in the boat and dock it overnight in a bay by Angel Island. Though never a sailor, I
liked sleeping on Martin’s boat. I loved the feeling I had when I was there that I could leave my
life back on shore for a while. At the time, I had a lot of reasons for wanting to do that.But as
much as I enjoyed sleeping in the tiny below-deck bunk room with Martin and waking up to have
my coffee with him on the bay, and as good a man as he might be, I also recognized that the two
of us were not suited to be together in any long-term way.As a person who’d been single at this
point for over twenty years—a woman who had supposed, early on after the divorce, that she



was ready to make a new relationship, but one for whom it would take a couple of decades to get
over all the bitterness and anger that had gotten in the way of that—I also believed that Martin
needed to spend a lot more time on his own, and with other women, before he’d begin to know
what he really wanted and needed. As enjoyable as it was spending nights on the boat with this
good man, the situation could not last.I’d encouraged Martin to continue going on dates, and he,
reluctantly, agreed. The night I got that first e-mail message from Jimbunctious, Martin was in
fact out on a Match.com date—at my insistence—and though later, when he got home, he would
call me up and tell me again that really, he just wanted to be with me, I knew that our days of
sailing in the bay were numbered.So when Jim wrote to me I’d written back. Some people go
right to the coffee-shop phase here—that event, well-known to online daters, where you pull into
some Starbucks, scan the room for the person who resembles, however remotely, the one on
the profile to which you responded, and unless he is so far from the mark as to suggest that
there’s not one honest thing coming from this man, you approach the table.“You must be Bob,”
you say. (Sam. Joe. Bill. Ray.) At which point he looks you up and down with a gaze that conveys
interest, disappointment, or nothing, and you order coffee.I tried to avoid the coffee-shop phase.
In the many years I’d spent engaging in some level or other of online dating, I had come to set far
less store by the words a man posted on his profile than I did in the sound of his voice. Often I
found that someone whose online profile had seemed promising would reveal himself to me
within the first sixty seconds at Starbucks or Peet’s to be a person as unlikely to inspire my
affection as a game show host or a tax auditor. This saved me from a lot of wasted cappuccinos.
And probably saved a lot of men the same.Within minutes of receiving my phone number, Jim
called me, and right away, I liked his voice—the timbre of it, and a way of speaking I recognized
as having its origins in the Midwest, which it turned out he did, despite having spent all but the
first four years of his life in California. Though I would later discover that he was not a talkative
man—more inclined to listen than to speak—it was a conversation that lasted four and a half
hours.By this point, I was all too familiar with how this type of conversation generally went. You
got the basics out of the way first. How long since the divorce generally came first. It was usually
a divorce, though when I met a person who had actually known the experience of a good
marriage and lost his wife, I registered a humble awe. He knew something that I didn’t, and even
though he had also known something else I didn’t—the loss of someone he loved more than
anything—I still tended to view the widowers as the lucky ones. They had made a good
relationship once. Maybe they’d even know how to make one again.From there, the conversation
would go to children—how many, how old—and the new question (here came a measure of just
how long I’d been at this stuff): how many grandchildren. Sometimes, though, the person on the
other end of the phone could not get past the ex-wife part. He’d be talking about what her lawyer
did, how she got the house. Looking back on my own early years after my divorce, I realized I
was one of those people myself once. Endlessly reexamining old injuries, picking at the scabs,
and because this was so, unable to heal them.Then came the subject of career and living
circumstances. We might tackle politics, favored recreational activities. (“I’m a naturist,” a man



told me once, before proposing that we meet up at a nudist colony.) Every one always said he
worked out five times a week, and rode a mountain bike, and loved to dance. They generally
expressed the view that they were equally comfortable in a tuxedo or jeans, and (when in jeans,
no doubt) liked walks on the beach.Jim had not read the rule book concerning Internet-dating
conversation. He read books that weren’t on the best-seller list. He talked about real things. He
told me about things that had been difficult. Starting with his family.He was born in Cincinnati, he
told me—an only child, though he had a beloved grandmother and cousin, and an uncle he
adored—all of whom were largely lost to him when his father took a job for Hughes Aircraft when
Jim was four and the family left Ohio for Southern California.That very first night we spoke, he
told me about the train ride west, which he still remembered with stunning clarity. It was just Jim
and his mother together on the train, his father having gone ahead first, and if there had been
nothing else good about that train ride, the fact that his father had not been a part of that trip
would have been reason enough to make those four days among the happiest of his life.But
there was more. He remembered the sleeping car, and the porters on the train—all black, in
those days—who were so kind to him and turned down the sheets of his small bed each night,
and the meals in the dining car, the little soaps in the bathroom, the other passengers, the
feeling of going to sleep every night with the rumbling of the wheels on the track beneath him.
Most of all he was happy just having his mother there, without the scary part of his father’s ever-
present and unpredictable rages, generally directed toward him.His mother had sewed him a
train conductor’s uniform in mattress ticking fabric, with patches stitched on by hand naming all
the different train lines and a cap to match. As an only child he knew how to entertain himself,
and he was happy spending the days looking out the window as the landscape of America
unfurled before the two of them. If that train ride had lasted a year he wouldn’t have minded. He
wished it could have gone on forever.When he and his mother reached L.A., there was his big,
scary father, bringing him home to their little ranch house near Venice, where their new life
began. A new life filled with the same old bullying and rages, but more so over time.He missed
his family back in Ohio—most particularly his uncle Al. A small, compact man built much like the
one his nephew would become, and as comfortable on horseback as he was on a Cincinnati
sidewalk, Al could do a headstand and backward flip while galloping, and even into his sixties
could perform a hundred one-arm pushups. He was a sharpshooter who, though too old to serve
in World War II himself, had trained the troops that landed at Normandy on D-Day.That night on
the phone, Jim spoke of his uncle more than his father. Al took him fishing at his cabin in
Minnesota and drove around with him in his convertible talking about cars, a passion Al had
instilled in his nephew. He listened. He did not yell.Later I would come to see how those early
experiences had shaped the man Jim became and the way he functioned in the world.
Separated by the Southern California move from the rest of his Ohio family, Jim set out to make
friends in his new neighborhood in smoggy Los Angeles. When a black family moved in down
the block—the first black family in the whole neighborhood—his father called them a bad word
and told him to stay away; but Jim, though he was still just four at this point, had decided he



wanted to say hello, so he ventured down the street by himself and knocked at their door. There
was a Jewish woman living on the street, too—also a source of his father’s displeasure. It turned
out she was some kind of editor who had once worked at the New Yorker and liked to talk about
ideas and art and politics. Well into his teens, Jim continued to pay her visits, where the two of
them would sit for hours talking about these things.He read a lot. This included the encyclopedia.
He had a chemistry set, and he loved doing experiments, though sometimes these had to be
conducted in secret. Who knew why this got on his father’s nerves? Everything did.There were
so many ways to make his father angry, and his anger was a terrible thing. Jim wanted to play in
Little League, but his father said no, that it would cut into his responsibilities around the house
doing yard work. (That first night we talked, he told me about a time, when he was seven or
eight, when he’d found a frog in the yard, and decided to conduct an experiment. Wanting to
keep track of this particular frog, he’d wrapped a rubber band around one of its legs, not
understanding that this would cut off its circulation. Days later, he found it again, with one leg
gone, and wept so bitterly his father chided him for being a baby.)He joined the Cub Scouts. That
was allowed, and he loved Scout gatherings for the friendships they permitted, and because he
was happiest outdoors and hiking in nature and, above all, escaping the rages back home. But
then his father decided to become his Scout leader. This was a source of deep embarrassment,
though Jim stayed with the Scouts into high school.“Believe it or not I’m an Eagle Scout,” he told
me. Quietly, without fanfare.Jim remembered, with a certain ambivalence, the camping trips from
his youth. Every year the three of them—just Jim and his parents—would pile into the station
wagon and head to a part of the Eastern Sierra known as the Owens Valley, where his father had
acquired a strip of utterly barren land—eighty acres in the middle of nowhere, without electricity
or running water. There they would put up their tent for the week. Their land lay in the shadow of
Mt. Whitney, but they never climbed it or explored the hiking trails of that area. As was the case
through much of Jim’s childhood, he was left to his own devices mostly, to read or ride his bike
over the vast expanse of dusty dirt. But he and his father did engage in one activity together:
They brought his rifle and shot at old cans and bottles.When he was twelve, Jim fell in love with
the Beatles, but was forbidden by his father to turn on The Ed Sullivan Show that February night
in 1964, when every other young person in America—including me—tuned in to watch. Still, he
listened to their music in secret. Age thirteen: He bought a guitar with his own money and joined
a band, practicing at friends’ houses so his parents wouldn’t know.Once his father found out, he
made Jim quit the band. Jim grew his hair. His father brought him to the barbershop and ordered
it cut—with plenty of skin visible around the ears. “Sidewalls,” he called this.That’s how it had
been for him growing up. If, he told me, he could have freed himself from the powerful directives
of his father—Jim might have loved to become a science teacher or a teacher of history or
political science. He would have loved to make a study of music, but his father had refused to
pay for any other form of education than the one he deemed right for his son.So Jim had gone to
law school. And it turned out that he deeply believed in the law. He considered the Constitution a
beautiful and meaningful document. To him, certain Supreme Court justices—Benjamin



Cardozo, William O. Douglas—and U.S. Judge Learned Hand represented what the pastors who
preached to him in those days did not, voices of social justice and compassion and clear-eyed
wisdom, with a respect for science and history and facts. Maybe the rules of law offered Jim a
structure he could accept whereas the structure of the church had come to feel impossibly
constraining. There had been no room in the faith of his youth and early marriage, or in the world
of the church, for Jim’s brand of questioning.Though his passions lay with social justice and the
environment, he had been pragmatic when it came time to practice law—and made a choice
that would please his father. For much of his career he had specialized in estate litigation.
(“Fights about money,” he said. Fights among family members were often the worst.)The only
thing Jim said about himself that first night we spoke that came close to evidencing pride was in
the measure used to rate attorneys on their performance, he had a perfect Avvo rating of 10. He
was a very good lawyer.Raised as a fundamentalist Christian, he had married in a branch of the
faith. He was a virgin, at the age of twenty-one. In the early days of his marriage, while in law
school and then practicing law in San Francisco, he had attempted to shore up his own
questioning by immersion in a Bible study group and a rigid set of rules governing moral
behavior. Photographs of Jim from those days—I came to study these much later—reveal not
only a much younger version of the face I came to know so well, but in another way, a nearly
unrecognizable one. In the photographs with his children, I can see traces of the man I knew—
with his daughter in a backpack, hiking, or holding a baby. But I see a tight control there too, a
man trying to be someone he is not, quietly adhering to the rules of the world he inhabited, much
as he’d done in his childhood, while an interior struggle raged.What was I thinking, hearing this
story unfold? Here was a man with a singular willingness to allow himself to be known by me. I
had no idea that night what might be possible for the two of us. But one thing I recognized from
the first: Here was a good man.He had three children, two sons and a daughter, as I did, and
close in age to my own, though his daughter was still in her twenties, whereas all of mine were
older now. In his profile photographs he wore suits and nerdy glasses, but I learned that his
politics were extremely progressive. He loved science and philosophy. He still loved rock and roll
—and not just the old stuff. On his iPod he had music from Bill Withers and Nine Inch Nails, a
group called the Psychedelic Furs, the Cave Singers—also Pat Metheny and Gustav Mahler. He
read science fiction and thought about black holes.He believed in God.Jim was not a big talker,
he told me—though that night on the phone he was. But as much as he told me about himself he
also wanted—more—to hear about me, and he listened closely.Over the course of those four
and a half hours on the phone, it came out that my mother had been Jewish, my father the son of
fundamentalist Christian missionaries, and that this had resulted in a certain questioning in my
own life where God was concerned. I did not really feel Jewish, or Christian. In the world of
Match.com, in the place on the questionnaire where they ask about your religion, I could easily
have checked the box “Spiritual,” but in a deeper way I did not have a real grasp on what I
believed in beyond the easy phrases about goodness and kindness and helping one’s fellow
human beings. When it came to the existence of God, and what God meant, I still wandered in



the desert.It turned out that Jim had wrestled with questions of faith in a big way all his life. He
had acquired a fierce distrust of rigid orthodoxy. At the moment we met, he attended no church,
but he would call himself an Episcopalian.Not long after the birth of Jim’s third child, the longed-
for daughter—and having been unhappy for years, he told me—he had fallen in love with
another woman. Bound less by the rules of strict religion than his own moral code, he did not
have an affair with her. But he told his wife he needed to leave their marriage.It was a choice he
had to make, he told me, to save his life. Still, leaving nearly killed him. He had marked the event
by climbing Mt. Whitney—fourteen thousand feet, up and down, in a single day. He knew his
decision would be painful, and felt a kind of obligation to put himself through an experience of
great physical challenge. Twenty-five years later, the guilt he felt at having left his marriage—and
the consequences in his relationships with his three children—endured.Coincidentally, Jim’s
marriage had officially ended, like mine, the month of the Loma Prieta earthquake; unlike me,
however, he had maintained a relationship afterward for nineteen years. The woman he’d been
with—the same one he’d loved since the day he told his wife he was leaving—had also become
his law partner. They’d built a successful two-person practice.That relationship had ended just
over three years before. Since then, he’d had a lot of first dates and a couple of relationships that
lasted less than a year. He was clearly not a player. He was unskilled in small talk. He raised
questions of substance. He possessed a strong moral code and registered all the ways he fell
short of being the man he wanted to be.And now came the fact of his history that may have
shaped the destiny of Jim’s story with his children more than anything else: Two years after Jim
left, his ex-wife was diagnosed with MS.I have no doubt that had this diagnosis occurred while
he and his first wife were still together, he would have remained in the marriage, like Ethan
Frome, in a bond of commitment that would have been a source of misery for them both. As it
was, he had been cast in the role of the man who abandoned the mother of his children; and, for
a quarter century, he had inhabited that place. What I observed in Jim that first night we spoke,
and all of those that followed, was that at some deep level, whatever his more rational
perspective offered up that might have justified his choice, part of him had never stopped
believing this himself. He had been a good, though imperfect, father—but a father consumed by
guilt and haunted by a sense of failure to his family. He had been thoroughly punished by nobody
more than himself.Typically, a man expresses self-confidence and assurance in an early
conversation with a prospective online match. Most women I know are attracted to this quality,
and I had fallen for that brand of Alpha male myself plenty of times over the years. So when Jim
told me that first night, “I have a lot of self-doubt,” and said, “I worry that I’m not a good enough
man,” I might have turned and run; in fact I felt an impulse to do so. I suppose others would have
too, though I am not sure that Jim had shared that level of self-disclosure with many. He could
play the game of successful San Francisco attorney, and he looked the part. He just never
played it with me.From the first day we spoke, he told me the truth about himself. I did the
same.3.The night I met Jim, I had my own failures haunting me. Some of them very recent.It was
June of 2011, two months before I’d met Martin, the bridge engineer. I had taken a trip to Italy as



a last-minute replacement to teach writing at a workshop on the Amalfi coast. Ten days before I
left for Italy—having just resumed online dating after a hiatus of a few years—I’d found myself on
a Match.com date with a man named Doug: divorced, about my age, recently relocated to San
Francisco from the East Coast, and working “in finance,” which is how a lot of men described a
pretty wide range of activities that might have meant anything from hedge fund operator to bank
teller.Looking back now on this episode—one whose only significance is to illuminate how far off
course I found myself at this point—I recognize that I was never attracted to Doug. Nothing about
him suggested any real possibility for kinship or connection beyond liking the San Francisco
Giants (a passion for him, mild interest for me) and Italian food. His most appealing quality on
our first date, and the only reason why I agreed to a second (though it was an insufficient
justification for that), lay in the degree of his apparent enthusiasm for me.“Don’t ever cut your
hair,” he told me, as if he expected to be around to caress it, which I felt sure he would not be.
Still, there was something compelling in his self-assurance (something singularly lacking in the
man I would meet eight weeks later, and come to love). He also paid for dinner. It is not a source
of pride, but a sorry truth, that I noted and liked this behavior. It was surprisingly rare.On our
follow-up date, which I had been sure would be our last, I mentioned to Doug that I was heading
to Italy the following week.“Take me along,” he said.I said OK.Later I tried to reconstruct how I
could have agreed to this, though every single reason serves as a sad commentary on what can
happen to a woman when she’s fifty-seven years old and she’s been single nearly twenty-five
years and she’s had a lot of disheartening experiences in the dating world—disheartening, or
much worse.In my case, I think I had been left with vastly lowered expectations for my life. My
romantic life, anyway. At that particular moment it had seemed to me that perhaps having the
company of a reasonably intelligent, reasonably fit, financially solvent man under the age of
eighty with no apparent substance abuse issues, and the financial wherewithal to take me out to
dinner and buy his own plane ticket to Naples, might be the best I could expect. What I did not
yet recognize, though you might have thought the previous twenty-two years would have
supplied abundant evidence on this score, was that if that’s the best you can get in a companion,
you are better off alone.But I had this picture in my head, of Italy. Italy with a man. As my trip to
the workshop approached, I had registered the old familiar sadness: Here came another trip that
I’d be sharing with nobody.A big part of my compensation for my teaching at the workshop
involved airfare and a hotel room overlooking the Mediterranean in a little coastal town called
Vietri sul Mare, said to be particularly lovely and atmospheric. Once I’d gotten that far, I figured
I’d make the most of it.So I had made the plan that after my teaching responsibilities were over I
would take a boat to Positano and from there make my way to a nearby town called Praiano,
where two very old friends, a gay couple named Eddie and Tony, made their home. I’d stay with
them for a few nights and then travel on to Venice, a city I had never visited before and one that
for me seemed to conjure the most romantic picture of an Italian adventure. I saw myself sitting
in little outdoor cafés, having meals of fresh pasta with fresh marinara sauce and red wine,
wandering the streets, stopping into old buildings and shops, riding a gondola while the



gondolier sang something that surely included the word “amore.” One thing alone was missing:
the man to share it with.I did not suppose, when Doug suggested that he accompany me to Italy,
that we’d be embarking on some extraordinary lifelong love affair. I was foolish and unrealistic,
but not quite that unrealistic.What I thought was that I could have a pleasant interlude with this
man, with lots of shared meals and wine, a good companion for exploring Italy, a warm and
affectionate person to curl up and have sex with at the end of the day, and that the next morning
we might sit on the balcony of our beautiful, expense-paid hotel room overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea and have our coffee together. If I didn’t expect too much more than that, I
should be able to achieve it.The plan was made. Because Doug had some commitments
keeping him in San Francisco, I would fly to Naples a day and a half ahead of him. He would join
me at the hotel shortly, and then would come the marinara, the wine, moonlight over the ocean.
A scooter ride in Capri, maybe.I e-mailed my friends in Praiano, letting them know I’d be bringing
a man along. “How wonderful,” they wrote back. “Can’t wait to meet him.”I told Doug I’d book us
an Airbnb room in Venice; he’d pitch in for his half. The room I found was a tiny fourth-floor
walkup, but the great part was its location, just two blocks from San Marco Square.Under other
circumstances, I would have kept my packing light. But now that I was going to Italy with a man—
picturing myself having dinner in wonderful restaurants, dancing maybe—I packed three
suitcases filled with dresses, accessories, and shoes. No doubt I went overboard: There had
been a couple of decades’ worth of solo trips in my past. I had waited a long time for one like
this.The town of Vietri sul Mare is an hour’s drive from Naples. When I landed, I looked for a car
service. Another woman was there, with the same destination in mind.She was older than me—
in her late seventies, I figured, though spry-looking and lively.“I’m going to a workshop,” I
said.Her name was Charlotte. She was headed there too.On the ride we filled each other in on
our stories. Charlotte had been widowed five years before this, though in many ways she’d lost
her husband, Jack, years long before that, to Lou Gehrig’s disease.They had met when they
were young parents but married to other people. For years they’d had a secret affair, but Jack
had broken it off when his wife, the mother of his children, had become seriously ill with cancer.
She survived, but Jack and Charlotte had gone their separate ways, though all through her
forties and fifties, Charlotte still thought about him every day.Jack’s marriage, though unhappy,
had endured. Charlotte’s had not. She lived alone for many years, and made a full life for herself,
filled with many good things. But she never stopped loving Jack.Then one day, when she was
sixty or so, he called her. His wife had died. He wanted to see her.After that they were joyfully
together. “It was the best thing ever,” she told me in the taxi. One look at her face as she said it
and you knew this was so.They had almost ten good years before illness caught up with Jack,
and when it did Charlotte remained at his side. She took care of him right up to the end, when he
could no longer speak or get up from the bed or even move.The day we rode that taxi together to
the Amalfi coast turned out to be the five-year anniversary of Jack’s death. On the way, Charlotte
took out a photograph of him to show me. She’d pasted it on the front of the notebook she was
bringing to the workshop.Of course she wanted to hear my story, and I told her about my



marriage, my divorce, the many years raising my three children as a single parent and the ones
that came after, still on my own. I told her that a man I had recently met would be meeting me the
next day and traveling with me in Italy after the workshop.“How wonderful,” she said. “He must be
really special for you to have invited him here. I can’t wait to meet him.”Doug showed up late the
next afternoon, irritated by the long trip from Naples and the fact that his driver had not spoken
English. In the days since I had last seen him, I had realized that I couldn’t remember clearly
what he looked like, and now that I saw him, I was unnerved. He was red-faced and sweaty, in
worse shape than I had remembered, with a loud, crude voice and beefy fingers that now
plucked at my breast.Evidently the Giants had played earlier that day. He wanted to check the
score. Also, to check the stock market. And to have sex. In that order.The workshop where I’d
been hired to teach was in fact an event whose primary focus was not writing but classical
music, and it was for the musical performances that the participants, including my new friend
Charlotte, had chosen to attend. Every day there were lectures about aspects of classical music,
and at night performances of selections from operas by world-class young musicians. My own
role as a teacher of memoir had been offered as an add-on for those who might want to give
writing a try.The morning after Doug’s arrival I met Charlotte at breakfast. Doug was sleeping
in.“Your lover arrived,” she said happily. “How romantic.”I shook my head. This man was definitely
not my lover. I had known that much within sixty seconds of his presence in the room. Now I had
two weeks scheduled to spend in the company of a man with whom I recognized I had nothing in
common. Worse than that. I didn’t even like him.That night, I put on one of the many dresses I’d
packed for my romantic Italian escapade. High heels. Earrings. Lipstick.“I think I’ll pass on the
singing fat women,” Doug told me, heading to the bar. “I’m not a big opera fan.”That night the
music was to be performed in an ancient church high in the hills above the village. I sat next to
Charlotte on the bus. All the way there, encouraged by my questions on this topic, she told me
stories about her life with Jack. If there were to be romance that week, my best and only shot at
finding it would come from the music on the stage and the stories on the bus.Next day it was the
same thing, but worse. While I taught my class, Doug hung out in the bar. After, he accompanied
me on a field trip to Pompeii, where his contribution to a tour of the ruins came when we got to
what was left of the ancient house of prostitution that had thrived during the years before the
volcano buried the town.Over the lintel of each room in the establishment, our guide pointed out,
were carvings of sexual positions. Doug, seeing this, had announced loudly to the group. “Get a
load of this, Joyce. Take notes.”That night, before I headed out again for the musical
performance Doug had no interest in attending—wearing another of my many dresses—I had
mentioned that I’d gotten a note from my friends in Praiano.This inspired Doug to produce his
best imitation of a limp-wristed and lisping gay man. This inspired me to produce my best
imitation of a stone.On Day Three, I discussed the situation with Charlotte. “You have to tell him,”
she said. “You will never find a truly good man so long as you keep settling for ones like
him.”That afternoon I made Doug an offer. Instead of eating in the hotel dining room with the
group as we had been doing, I wanted to go into town for dinner at one of the little cafés there.



Knowing that Doug had shown reluctance to eat in other places besides our hotel—where
everything was free, he pointed out—I told him the meal would be on me.Over dinner at an
outdoor café that would have been lovely with a different partner, I told him the news. I softened
my reasons for the sake of his feelings.“I know you’re a great guy,” I said, though in fact I did not.
“But I can see it’s not going to work for the two of us. We need to go our separate ways.”He
looked stunned. “What about the hotel? Venice? I spent a lot of money on my plane ticket.”I said
I was sorry. I should have known better. Luckily, Italy was a wonderful place to explore. With or
without me.He made a final pitch for staying together through the end of the week—pointing out
that I had this great free hotel room anyway—but I stood my ground.“It’s not going to work,” I
said. “You need to leave.”“When?”“Tomorrow.”The next day, when I got back from teaching my
class, Doug had cleared his things out of the room. It was not until the end of the week that I
discovered he’d left me with his bar bill and the charges for his meals.I set out alone for my visit
with my friends Tony and Eddie. When the boat dropped me off in Positano with my three bags
full of shoes and dresses, I looked around for someone to help me get them to the spot, high
above the beach, where I’d catch my bus. After a few unsuccessful minutes, I started making my
way up the hill by myself. With no way to carry all three bags at once, I developed a system: carry
two bags a few hundred feet. Leave those sitting and go back for the third. Repeat as many
times as necessary. Many times were necessary.It was hot that day, and I could feel the weight
of every pair of earrings, every shoe. At some point, an old man called out to me. I don’t speak
Italian, but I understood what he was saying.“Dove tuo marito?” Where is your husband?It was a
question I had asked myself plenty of times.After my visit with my friends—in which I reflected
how much nicer it was to spend three days with two wonderful men who were gay than three
days with one awful man who happened to be straight—I headed out, again with those three
suitcases, this time for Venice.The cobbled streets of that city and the lack of taxis were a
challenge, and even more so the four flights of stairs leading to the walkup I’d rented, with the
plan of sharing the bill with Doug. Money was tight now, and I no longer envisioned wonderful
meals in outdoor cafés—because those would not be so much fun alone and I didn’t have the
money anyway. But I made myself the promise to have an extraordinary time in Venice with or
without a companion to share it. Better no man, I said, hearing Charlotte’s voice in my ear, than
the wrong one.I spent the week walking the streets alone, looking at art, having an occasional
glass of wine at some little café, with a simple meal of bread and olives, a piece of cheese. I
studied the couples in love, and there were many, or at least, there appeared to be.On the last
night I donned one of the many dresses I’d hauled across Italy with the intention of having a fine
time, regardless of my solo status. With stunning ease, I managed to sneak into an outdoor
concert in San Marco Square—expensive, and sold out—where Sting was performing with the
Venice orchestra. Not in possession of a ticket, I leaned against a pole off to one side.A woman
approached. Someone official, evidently.“You need to sit down now,” she said in Italian, though
once again I understood.Something possessed me to answer her in French. “Je cherche mon
mari.” I am looking for my husband.How odd, I thought, that I’d be saying this. Not just because I



didn’t have a husband; more so because the word had come to have an almost alarming
connotation: For me, marriage had signified pain, and then trouble. As much as I had wanted a
partner over my many years alone, I had never talked about wanting a husband. Mon mari.
Maybe the prospect seemed less problematic in French than it did in English.Not unpleasantly,
but firm, the woman told me I had to sit down. The show was about to start.This was when I saw
it: a single vacant seat in the sea of those that were occupied. Some person—solo like me—had
paid the four hundred dollars for a ticket but failed to show up. Now I had a spot in the third
row.Sting came out to a roar from the crowd, and began to play. “Every Breath You Take.” “An
Englishman in New York.” Behind him, the orchestra. Above me, the moon.At first I stayed on
alert for the true owner of my seat, but after half a dozen songs, I settled in for the extraordinary
experience I’d planned on to conclude my week in Venice. I kept my seat all the way through the
encore, and then, like Cinderella after the ball, made my way back to my fourth-floor garret to
take off my dress, wash the makeup from my face, and go to sleep.Next morning, I wrangled my
three heavy bags down the four flights of stairs, through the streets, to the train that brought me
to the airport. Fourteen hours later I was back on American soil.Though I had succeeded, in the
end, in pulling off an Italian adventure—had seen my friends, had taken in the museums of
Venice, not to mention the concert—I returned home with a deep sense of sadness, not simply
for my continued status as an unattached woman, but for the humbling recognition of how
misguided I had been to have thought the company of a man like Doug would have been an
improvement over my own.One last reminder of my terrible selection of a travel companion also
awaited me when I got off the plane: a three-page e-mail from Doug, not particularly well-written,
expounding on all the reasons why I was a terrible person, a lousy sexual partner, an all-around
loser in life. “They should post warnings on Match.com about people like you,” he wrote.I did not
write back.4.My attempt at an Italian tryst with my Jack Daniels–loving sports fan was followed
by a brief stop in New Hampshire to see my daughter. Then as now, Audrey lives in the town
where her father and I made our home for the twelve years of our marriage, a town I’d come to
some years before that, on my own.In 1973, when I was nineteen years old and recovering from
what I supposed at the time to be the great heartbreak of my life, I had used the money from the
sale of my first book to buy a farm in that town—fifty acres at the end of a dead-end dirt road. I
believed that I would live on that piece of land forever, and four years later, when I met the man
who would become the father of my three children, I believed we’d live together on that farm for
the rest of our days.My ex-husband owned that farm now. At the point where I found myself
returning there to see our daughter, on my way home from Venice, Audrey was working as a
counselor at a school for troubled boys and renting my old writing cabin from her father. The
cabin sat out behind our old house, just down the road from the waterfall and the swimming hole
where I used to walk every day of every summer, where I used to bring my children to swim, and
we’d launch little boats we made and chase them along the banks of the brook. I could not pass
that waterfall and that swimming hole without registering a stab over all the history I’d lived there,
all that was gone.When I was twenty-three I’d celebrated my wedding at that farm. All three of my



babies were born on the bed there. I’d swum and skated over twelve summers and winters on
our pond on that land, and planted a garden, and cooked a few hundred meals, baked a few
hundred pies. That farm had represented all of my most hopeful dreams for my life, of marriage
and children, family and home. When I left it, at age thirty-five—the year of my own earthquake,
when my mother died and my marriage ended—I believed I might never know a true home
again. Not one I loved as I had loved that one anyway.Now when I returned there, it was with the
oddest combination of joy at seeing Audrey—in her thirties by this point and living a good, full life
on that land in my onetime writing cabin—and regret at how far I’d traveled from the young
woman I had been at her age. My daughter and I lived three thousand miles apart and saw each
other only two or three times a year now. And so I asked myself: What happened to my dream of
family and home?That visit on my way back from Italy had been brief but good. I stayed with my
old friend Danny and regaled him with the tale of the Doug disaster—now transformed into a
funny story for the purposes of entertainment. The next day I swam under the waterfall with
Audrey and picked blueberries and made a pie that we brought to the home of other friends that
night and shared, along with a meal of eggplant parmigiana (the eggplant, basil, and tomatoes
from their garden) and several bottles of Chianti on the porch of their cottage overlooking a
pond.It was a little after ten o’clock when the evening wound to a close, and I was feeling lucky
and happy at all the good things in my life. I would return my rental car at the airport and fly home
to San Francisco in the morning.Outside the old writing cabin, I said good-bye to my daughter.
“Maybe you want to sleep over here,” she said. “You could leave early tomorrow.”I said no, better
to drive back to Danny’s house that night.Five miles down the road, there it was: the flashing
blue light in my rearview mirror.The policeman wanted to see my license and registration, of
course. Then came the question. “How much did you have to drink tonight?”After the test
—“Follow my finger”; “Say the alphabet backward”—he shook his head.“Since you haven’t given
me any trouble,” he said, “you can wear the handcuffs in front instead of behind your back.” He
helped me into the back seat of his police car then and brought me to the police station I
remembered from long ago, when I’d gone there to report a lost dog.In the end, I passed the
Breathalyzer test. The policeman let me go with only a speeding ticket and brought me back to
my rental car, which had been towed to the local auto body shop—another place well-known to
me from my years as a young mother in that town, when I’d driven an old wood-paneled station
wagon that was always breaking down.The next day I flew home. Two weeks later, having
chosen to disregard Doug’s words in his send-off to me—that women of my ilk should be barred
from online dating—I met Martin on Match.com and, two dates later, sailed off on the boat with
him to dock in the bay by Angel Island. I was just grateful to be in possession of my driver’s
license, and more grateful still that I was in a safe place with a kind man, even though I knew I
wouldn’t be having any big romance with him. Comfort was enough.Three weeks after that, I met
Jim.5.After our marathon telephone conversation, Jim and I decided to make a date. Not a
Starbucks meeting. He chose a restaurant in Marin County called the Lark Creek Inn—closer to
my house in Mill Valley than to his in Oakland, because he liked to drive and I did not.He was



already there when I walked in the door, and he looked better than his profile picture. He was a
handsome man, with the kind of hair that hairdressers (mine, for instance, when she met him for
the first time) would invariably mention with admiration.He had come from work, so he wore a
suit and a very good shirt and a tie. He looked the part of the San Francisco lawyer, all right, but
there was something in his smile that suggested another aspect that the Rolex and Brooks
Brothers suit failed to conceal. There was barely perceptible pain, and a sense that he had
learned (by necessity perhaps) to keep a large part of himself hidden from view. But also visible
in him was a large capacity for joy—the joy part plainly evident as I approached the table. He
had a wonderful smile.“I didn’t expect you to be such a knockout,” he said. To no objective eye
would this have been so, but with my fifty-eighth birthday closing in, and so many recent
reminders of all the ways I’d failed to make the life I had once envisioned for myself, I liked it that
he saw me this way.It had given me pause, in Jim’s profile, when I read that he was five feet
eight. This was still two inches taller than me, but I’d had it in my head that I should be with a tall
man. Six feet anyway—“tall” representing, for me, some kind of stand-in for “strong.” I wanted a
partner stronger than I was, and maybe, if he were tall and large, this might be so.My old and
trusted friend Bill had said to me once—after the failure of yet another of my relationships—“You
know what you need, Joyce? A burly man.” Bill had known me well, and when he said this I took
it with sufficient seriousness. Every time I met a prospective partner, his phrase, “a burly man,”
came back to me.Jim was definitely not that. He probably weighed under 150 pounds, and had
the build of a runner, which he had been for most of his life, until he blew out first one ACL and
then the second in two successive skiing accidents. By the time I met him, Jim was mostly a
cyclist, but also a hiker, and an all-around active person. Though he didn’t run anymore, he still
moved fast, the way I did. He could weave through a crowd at triple speed when he needed to—
as I could—and though he couldn’t cover distances as he had in his days as a long-distance
runner, he could break into a run anytime he wanted without evidence of difficulty.Now though,
he stood still as he greeted me. Still, and then silent for a surprisingly long time. For some
reason, there was no awkwardness in this. We both just took in the moment.We had talked so
much on the phone by this point that he felt like a friend, and I believe that was true for him also.
When he ordered drinks, I explained to him why I would limit myself to one.
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gammyjill, “Excellent memoir.... I'm a bit late to the game of reading and reviewing Joyce
Maynard's moving memoir, "The Best of Us". Many good reviews have been written already; I
just wanted to add my five star rating to the others. But I'd like to add that in these times of
beautifully written memoirs both about the dying and by the dying, Maynard's account of her
meeting and marrying her second husband, only to lose him to pancreatic cancer a couple of
years later, is one of the best. Perhaps not as good - or moving as Paul Kalanithi's "When Breath
Becomes Air" - but very good.Is there a difference in someone writing of their own illnesses and
eventual deaths and the writing done by someone witnessing the illness and death of a loved
one? The first is written "front line", so to speak, while the second is written at a certain remove.
We know that Paul Kalanithi will die at the end of his elegantly written memoir; indeed, his wife
writes the last part of the book. There's a sense of dread I felt when reading Kalanithi that I didn't
quite feel when reading Maynard. Her writing was able to "share" Jim's cancer treatment and
diagnosis with herself, thus lessening a bit of the impact of Jim's death by including other's in it.
That's in no way a criticism of "The Best of Us", but rather a comparison between the two types
of memoir. (I'd love to have someone disagree with me in the comments section!)Joyce Maynard
is a marvelous writer. Her memoir is a fitting elegy to her beloved husband.”

Mary S. Kolbe, “I love to read. I have been a fan of Joyce Maynard's since her syndicated column
"Domestic Affairs" in the 80's. Later I read At Home in The World and I was really hooked on her
work.I love to read, but most books I relegate to bedtime. The Best of Us was one of those books
I call a daytime book because it's so good I think about it during the day and stop whatever I'm
doing to get back to it for a while. And this particular memoir reminded me that truth can be
better than fiction. What Ms. Maynard went through in the last few years ranged from the highs of
euphoria (a successful love affair after years of living alone) to the depths of hell (losing a
beloved husband whom she just married and losing him in the worst way). Even the subplots
were interesting - I did not know about the Ethiopian adoption. Fascinating. I enjoy reading
updates on her relationship with her three grown children and ex-husband - the part about
dancing with him after years of acrimony was very brief but so poignant. And the way she is so
brave about taking off on her trips and adventures alone. The story of the jerk she took to Italy
was funny, although I'm sure it wasn't funny to her when it was happening. I love reading about
her buying houses and why she buys them. I vicariously moved with her to the new place in New
Hampshire which she purchased having only seen in pictures.What I love most about Joyce
Maynard's writing is the honesty. She admits things for which she may get an onslaught of
criticism, but I admire her revelations. Sometimes it takes a lot of courage to tell the truth. She
does not whitewash the bad parts. I couldn't believe how she was dragged through the mud
when she wrote about Salinger. Not only was it interesting that he wanted to live with her when
he was 53 and she was 19 (and looked 12) but there were some things about his character that



the public deserved to know. Anyway, I love her writing, loved this new memoir a LOT and I
highly recommend.”

Shelby, “A Beautiful, Inspiring, and Important Memoir. I loved Joyce Maynard's The Best of Us
for many reasons: Her beautiful writing, the falling in love with her husband, the opening of
herself to love, how they dealt with his pancreatic cancer, and the lessons she learned. Maynard
has given us all a gift. I appreciate the depth of her gift and the courage it took for her to share it
with us because I have worked in the field of death, dying, and bereavement for more than 30
years. Thanks to her, many will understand the questions they need to ask their doctors and will
make more informed decisions about treatment. By revealing how she learned what was
significant and insignificant in her relationships, Maynard reminds us all to love better. This book
is important and I hope it will be widely read.”

am, “Tugs at the heart strings. This was an emotional, honest and compelling read. It had me in
tears, the story is just so lovely and Jim is so endearing, as is Joyce. I didn't realise until the end
that it is a true story.”

Jane Murray, “A Great Read. A beautiful love story. Joyce Maynard has always impressed me
with her lucid writing style. This is so readable and lovely and sad.”

Marilyn McIntosh, “A testament to the infinity of love.. It was a clear and honest accounting of a
life lived with many bumps and accomplishments on her own - to one shared deeply and
intimately with a great love.”

The book by Joyce Maynard has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 439 people have provided feedback.
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